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A simple parallel algorithm is presented for constructing parse tree representation of a rich 
family of graphs known as cographs. From the parse tree representation of a cograph it is possible 
to compute efficiently many properties which are difficult to compute for general graphs. The 
construction algorithm runs in O(log’n) parallel time using O(n3/10g2n) processors on a CREW 
PRAM. 
1. Introduction 
Recent development of parallel computation on trees [ 1, 3,6,9, 10, 171 has led to 
efficient parallel algorithms for a number of problems in some restricted classes of 
graphs. These classes include graphs which can be defined by certain composition 
rules. These composition rules make it possible to represent a graph from the given 
class in the form of a parse tree. Having a tree representation of such a graph one 
can use a tree contraction schema to compute efficiently some graph properties 
which are very difficult to compute for general graphs. Such parallel algorithms 
have been presented for series parallel graphs (in [lo]) and for cographs (in [ 11). 
These algorithms assume that the graph is given in the form of a parse tree. This 
motivates the problem of designing efficient parallel algorithms to recognize 
membership in the given class and to construct the corresponding parse tree. He [ 1 l] 
solved this problem for the class of two terminal series parallel graphs (TTSP 
graphs). His algorithm constructs a binary decomposition tree if a given graph is 
a TTSP graph. Given a multigraph with n vertices and m edges the algorithm runs 
on a CRCW PRAM in O(log2n + log m) parallel time using O(n + m) processors. 
Other families of graphs have tree representations that are not associated with 
composition rules. Such a family is formed, for example, by chordal graphs. Naor, 
Naor and Shaffer [18] proposed parallel algorithms to construct a tree representa- 
tion for chordal graphs and for computing properties of chordal graphs using this 
representation. 
We deal with the class of graphs known as cographs. Cographs are defined by 
very simple composition rules. They were first introduced and studied by Lerch in 
[15, 161. As a family of graphs, cographs have arisen independently in connection 
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with several different mathematical problems. In the work of Sumner [20], 
motivated by empirical logic, cographs are defined as hereditary dacey graphs (HD- 
graphs). In Burlet and Uhry [4], cographs are referred to as 2-parity graphs and are 
related to a broader class of graphs called parity graphs. A family of graphs 
equivalent to cographs is also defined by Jung in [13] and called D*-graphs. In this 
same paper is shown that D*-graphs are equivalent to comparability graphs of 
multitrees. Corneil, Lerch and Stewart [7] show that cographs are the underlying 
graphs of the family of digraphs known as transitive series parallel graphs. For more 
information about cographs (including various equivalent characterisations) see [7]. 
Cographs can be represented uniquely by a parse tree called a cotree. This 
representation can be constructed in O(n + m) sequential time (including testing if 
the given graph is a cograph) [8]. The cotree representation is used in the formula- 
tion of linear algorithms for determining the maximum independent set, chromatic 
number, graph isomorphism, number of cliques and other properties of cographs 
(see [7]). Assuming this representation, one can also design optimal parallel 
algorithms to solve these problems [l]. In this paper we present an algorithm for 
the parallel construction of the cotree for a given cograph. The algorithm can also 
be used to determine whether or not a given graph is a cograph. The idea is similar 
to that of tree contraction except that the underlying parse tree is not assumed 
to be known in advance. The algorithm runs in O(log2n) parallel time using 
O(n3/log2n) processors on a CREW PRAM. In the next four sections we outline 
an implementation using 0(n3/log n) processors. Section 7 describes a reduction to 
0(n3/log2n) processors.’ 
2. Definitions and basic properties 
A complement reducible graph, also called a cograph, is defined recursively in the 
following way: 
(i) a graph on a single vertex is a cograph; 
(ii) if Gr, G2 are cographs, then so is their union; and 
(iii) if G is a cograph, then so is its complement. 
Cographs are easily seen to satisfy the following property (cf. [7]): 
Property 2.1. An induced subgraph of a cograph is a cograph. 
Cographs form precisely the class of graphs which do not contain P4 as an in- 
duced subgraph (P4 is a path of four vertices). This characterization suggests a sim- 
ple parallel algorithm for the recognition of cographs that operates in O(1) time 
’ We have recently learned that results similar to ours have been obtained independently by C.H. Shyu 
(Department of Computer Science, Old Dominion University). 
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using O(n4) CRCW processors. Such an algorithm, however, is not guaranteed to 
reveal the simple recursive structure that is imposed by the cograph definition and 
exploited in many cograph algorithms. 
The definition of a cograph suggests a natural parse tree representation. However 
this way of presenting a cograph may not be unique. A unique representation is pro- 
vided by the so-called cotree [7]. A cotree, T, , is the tree presenting the parsing 
structure of a cograph G in the following way: 
- The leaves of TG are the vertices of G; 
- the internal nodes of T, represent the operation complement-union (that is, 
the graph associated with an internal node is the complement of the union of the 
graphs associated with its descendent nodes); 
- each internal node except possibly the root has two or more children. The root 
has a single child if and only if the graph is disconnected. 
In order to simplify the description of algorithms which use the cotree representa- 
tion of a cograph, each node x of a cotree T is assigned a label, label(x), in the 
following way: 
l label(root) = 1; and 
l if y is a child of x, then label(y) = 1 -label(x). 
Figure 1 illustrates a cograph G and its labelled cotree T,. The labelling of a 
node x records the parity of the number of complement-union operations on the 
path between x and the root. 
To minimize confusion, we talk about vertices when we refer to a graph and about 
nodes when we refer to a cotree. 
The nodes of a cotree labelled by 0 are called O-nodes and those labelled by 1 are 
called l-nodes. We also use the following notation: 12 denotes the number of vertices 
in G, To(u) denotes the set of neighbours of the vertex u in G, and lcar(ut, u2) 
denotes the lowest common ancestor of nodes u1 and u2 in the tree T (the subscripts 
G and T are omitted if it is obvious to which graph or tree we refer). 
It is easy to confirm that: 
G: 
Fig. 1. A cograph and its cotree. 
b c 
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(possibly empty except fot the root) 
Nonempty subtree 
Fig. 2. 
Property 2.2. Two vertices u and u in a cograph G are adjacent iff in the cotree T 
defining G, the lca&, u) is a l-node. 
To ensure readability of our figures we use the notation from Fig. 2. 
3. Bunches and lines in a cotree 
In this section we study properties of cotrees which are interesting and useful for 
parallel computation. In particular, we examine how the relative position of a given 
node in the cotree can be determined from information about the neighbourhood 
of the corresponding vertex in the associated cograph. We introduce notions of 
bunches and lines which describe collection of vertices in a cograph. These are used 
by our algorithm as basic building blocks for cotrees. 
Define the following relations between vertices of a graph G: 
(1) S&u, u) @ T(u) - {u} =T(u) - {u} and U, u are not adjacent, 
(2) Sl(u, u) @ T(u) - {u} = T(U) - {u} and U, u are adjacent, 
(3) &(u, u, w) * (i) T(u) @ T(w)= {u}, where @ denotes the symmetric dif- 
ference, 
(ii) T(U)- {o} #T(u)- {u}, and 
(iii) w is not adjacent to either of u or to U, 
(4) &(u, u, w) * (i) T(u) 0 T(w) = {u>, 
(ii) T(u)-(u) #T(u)-(u), and 
(iii) w is adjacent to both u and U. 
The vertices satisfying relation Si (i=O, 1) are called siblings. The vertices satisfying 
SO are called weak siblings and the vertices satisfying S, are called strong siblings. 
Lemma 3.1. Two leaf nodes u, and u2 have the same parent in the cotree To iff the 
corresponding vertices u, and u2 are siblings in G. 
Proof. (-) Assume that u, and u2 have the same parent in the cotree T. Note that 
for any vertex u such that u # u1 and u # u2, lca(u, u,) = lca(u, u2). Hence, by Property 
2.2, any vertex adjacent to u, is adjacent to u2 and T(u,) - (u2} =T(u2) - {ul}. 
(-) Assume that ul, u2 have different parents. Let u = lca(u,, u2). At least one of 
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O-bunch 
“1 “2 . . . . . “k 
l-bunch 
Fig. 3. 
the paths from u to ui (i= 1,2) in cotree T is longer than one. Assume w.1.o.g. that 
the path from u to ui is longer than one. We can find on this path an internal node 
u which has a label different from u. So, there exists a node w (w # or and w # u2) 
such that lca(w, vi) =U and lca(w, u2)= u. But this means that w is connected to 
exactly one of ul, u2. So neither Se(ui, u2) nor Sr(ui, u2) holds. 0 
A maximal set of weak siblings is called a O-bunch set and a maximal set of strong 
siblings is called a l-bunch set. A smallest connected subgraph of the cotree T 
containing a O-bunch set is called a O-bunch and a smallest connected subgraph of 
the cotree containing a l-bunch set is called a l-bunch (see Fig. 3). The vertex with 
the smallest index among the vertices in a bunch set is called the representative of
this set. 
If we replace a bunch set in a cograph G by its representative, say u, then, by 
Property 2.1, the graph G’= (I/‘,,!?‘) obtained in such a way is also a cograph. 
Consider the following construction of a tree T' from the tree T: 
“1 “2 . . . . . “k 
Fig. 4. 
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(1) If vertices in the bunch set are the only children of some internal node, then 
substitute the representative of the bunch set for the bunch to which they belong 
(see Fig. 4(a)). 
(2) If the vertices in the bunch set are not the only children of some internal node, 
then remove from T all vertices in this set but the representative (see Fig. 4(b)). 
Note. The labels of the bunch set’s representative and its parent are different ensur- 
ing that this substitution is reversible. 
Lemma 3.2. The tree T’ obtained from the tree Tin the way described above is the 
cotree of the cograph G’. 
Proof. Note that for U, w E V’- {o}, label(lcar(u, w)) = label(lcar,(u, w)). Also 
label(lcar(u, u)) = label(lcar,(u, u)). So, by the definition of G’ and Property 2.2, 
the tree T’ is the cotree of G’. 0 
The vertices in relation Zi (i = 0,l) also have special positions in the cotree. They 
are specified by the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.3. The relation Z,,(u, u, w) holds iff o, u, and w are positioned in the 
cotree as illustrated in Fig. 5(a). Similarly, the relation Z1(v,u, w) holds iff o, u, 
and w are positioned in the cotree as illustrated in Fig. 5(b). 
Proof. We will prove the lemma for the relation Z, only. The proof for the 
relation Z, is similar. 
(-) Assume that u, U, and w are positioned as illustrated in Fig. 5(a). By 
Property 2.2, v and w have no neighbours in T, . Assume t $ T, and t # u, u, w then 
lca(u, t) = lca(w, t) and (i) follows. As immediate consequences of the cotree 
definition we have (ii) and (iii). 
(a) From (i) and (iii) we have that u and w are not adjacent, u and u are adjacent, 
a) 
(1) 
(0) L W (1) II Tl l 
” 
b) 
Fig. 5. 
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u and w are not adjacent. This implies the position of the nodes as in Fig. 6(a). From 
(i) we know that there are no nodes between a and b, u and a, w and b, and from 
(ii) we have additionally T(u) #T(U). This implies the more restricted position of the 
nodes shown in Fig. 6(b). Finally, point (i) restricts us to the position presented in 
Fig. 5(a). q 
A vertex u for which there exist vertices u, w such that Za(u, U, w) or Z,(u, U, w) 
is called a contractible vertex. The corresponding leaf in a cotree is a contractible 
leaf. If a node has a contractible leaf as a child, then it has exactly two children one 
of them being a leaf and the other being a nonleaf. 
A contractible sequence is a maximal sequence of distinct vertices (leaves in the 
cotree) u1,u2,..., uk such that there exist two vertices u, w for which Zj(o,ul,u2), 
Z,-;(~,,~*,~3),..., Zi(Uk~,,Uk, w) all hold, and there does not exist an x such that 
Z, _;(x, u, ur) holds. 
Define a branching node as an internal node having more than two children or 
having more than one leaf as a child. Note that any nonbranching node appears in 
the cotree as node u in Fig. 7. 
A smallest connected induced subgraph of a cotree containing a contractible 
sequence is called a line. A line is a O-line if the lowest level internal node is a O-node 
Fig. 7. 
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(0) 
(o) <(‘ (*) (pk 
a) O-line b) l-line 
Fig. 8. 
and a l-line otherwise. By Lemma 3.3, lines have the form presented in Fig. 8. The 
set of vertices associated with a O-line is called a O-line set and the set of vertices 
associated with a l-line is called a l-line set. The leaf which has a lowest level in 
the cotree among other vertices in a line (i.e., vertex o1 in Fig. 8) is called the 
representative of the given line set. 
Let G’be the cograph obtained from G by replacing a line set by its representative. 
Let T’ be the tree obtained by removing from Tall elements of a line set and their 
parents except the representative and its parent. The parent of the representative 
takes as its new parent the (former) parent of the highest level vertex in the line set 
(see Fig. 9). 
Lemma 3.4. The tree T’ obtained from the tree Tin the way described above is the 
cotree of the cograph G’. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 3.2. 0 
Fig. 9. 
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As an example, in Fig. 10, a, f and g are branching nodes, {ui, ~,,a} and 
{ ug, 4, g} induce O-bunches and {us, u4, us, b, c, d} induces a l-line. The vertex u1 is 
the representative for the first bunch and the vertex us for the second. The vertex 
us is the representative for the line. 
Note that in this example all line sets and bunch sets are disjoint. This is true in 
general as formalized by the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.5. Let each of U, W be a line set or a bunch set. If U+ W, then 
un w=0. 
Proof. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3, an element of a bunch set cannot belong to a line 
set. Note also that Si(W, U) and Sj(u, u) implies i=j and Si(U, u), so an element of 
a O-bunch set cannot belong to a l-bunch set. If U and Ware both line sets or both 
bunch sets, then Un W#0 contradicts the maximality of U and W. 0 
4. A top level description of the algorithm 
We will assume that the input graph is connected. If it is not, we can run a parallel 
algorithm for finding connected components [12] and join cotrees obtained for each 
connected component according to the cotree definition. 
Let the input graph be G,=(Ve,Ee). Assume for now that Go is a cograph and 
denote its cotree by T,. The idea is to partition the set of vertices into subsets, 
remove from each subset all but one vertex (its representative) and reduce the 
problem to constructing the cotree for the graph induced on the diminished 
vertex set. Repeating this step, we obtain a sequence of graphs Go = (I’,,&), 
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G=V’,,E,),..., Gk= (I/,,_!!?,) such that V, is obtained from I’_, by performing a 
partition of V, and then removing all but one vertex in each set of the partition. 
The sequence should have the property that the cotree for GiP 1 can be constructed 
easily from the cotree for Gi. A natural approach is to partition Vi into bunch sets. 
Unfortunately, the length of the sequence of graphs which is constructed in this way 
is proportional to the length of the longest path in the cotree T0 which may be 
proportional to / V, 1 if T, is unbalanced. This is the reason why line sets must also 
be considered. 
By Lemma 3.5, the set of vertices of a cograph can be partioned into O-bunch sets, 
l-bunch sets, O-line sets, l-line sets and single vertex sets. For any set U from a 
partition, we can consider the smallest connected subtree of the cotree T which 
contains elements of this set as leaves. This subtree will be called the fragment of 
T induced by U. Note that in the proposed partition the only possible fragments are 
bunches, lines or single vertices. 
The algorithm proceeds in stages. In stage i, it produces a triple (Gi, U;,Fi) such 
that the sequence of triples produced by the algorithm satisfy the following con- 
ditions: 
(i) The first element of the sequence is the triple (Go, {{u}, u E I/,}, { I$}), 
(ii) Q={q’,..., U:} is a partition of r/;-t, 
(iii) v+t = {uf, . . . . uf} where u/ is the representative of U,c’, 
(iv) Gi = (T/i,Ei) is the subgraph induced by vi, 
(v) fi= {&‘, . ..) F/} where CJ is the fragment of i’_, induced by U!, 
(vi) the last element in the sequence is the first triple (Gk, Uk, Fk) for which 
IU,i =l. 
Note that the cotree Tk is just the only fragment in Fk. For i = k, . . . , 1, we 
construct cotree Ti_1 from cotree T. 
We define the operation reduce which (i) partitions the vertex set into bunch sets, 
line sets and single vertex sets, (ii) finds representatives for those sets, (iii) constructs 
corresponding fragments, and (iv) constructs the graph induced by representatives 
of the partition. In the next section we show how to implement this operation 
in polylogarithmic parallel time. In this section, we outline an algorithm for 
constructing the adjacency matrix of a cograph from its cotree representation. 
In the remaining part of this section we show that the length of the sequence 
(G,, 6, Uo), . . . , (Gk, Fk, U,) constructed using the reduce operation is O(log n) 
and that having this sequence we can construct the cotree To in polylogarithmic 
parallel time. 
Consider a leaf u of the cotree q. Let r denote a label. Let u be the represen- 
tative of a set U in the partition Ui. The diagram shown in Fig. 11 summarizes the 
substitutions of fragments for representatives (sometimes together with its parent) 
in the tree T to obtain tree Ti-, . Their validity follows from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4. 
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u Y v2 . . . . “k 
Fig. 11. 
To prove that the length of the sequence is O(log n), we note that the operation 
reduce satisfies the following properties: 
Property 4.1. Consider the set B of vertices in the graph (i.e., leaves in the cotree) 
which are in bunch sets of the partition. After a single application of the reduce 
operation at most L+ /BlJ of these vertices remain. 
Property 4.2. Let the partition have k line sets. Consider the set L of vertices in the 
graph which are in line sets of the partition. After a single application of the reduce 
operation exactly k of these vertices remain. 
These properties imply the following theorem: 
Theorem 4.3. After O(log n) applications of the reduce operation a cograph is 
reduced to a single vertex. 
Proof. It suffices to show that a single application of the operation reduce removes 
at least h of the current leaves. 
Suppose that the operation reduce is applied to a cograph with t vertices. Let B 
be the set of vertices in the cograph which are in bunch sets of the partition. 
Consider the following cases: 
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Fig. 12. 
(1) IB\ 2 ft. Then, considering only leaves removed from bunch sets of the 
partition, the number of vertices left is less than or equal to t- IBI + f IBl = 
t-+lBlr&t. 
(2) IBI < ft. Let k be the number of branching nodes in the cotree. Notice that 
k< IB\ - 1 and the number of contractible sequences is at most k. Add the root to 
the set of branching nodes. With each branching node (except the root) we can 
associate a path of internal nodes in such a way that the first node, say IJ, is a 
branching node and the last node is the closest ancestor of u whose parent is a 
branching node. For every such path there are at most four leaves which are children 
of nodes in the path and are not contractible leaves (see Fig. 12 for the worst-case 
configuration). So after a reduce operation the number of leaves which are left is 
at most +lB\ +4k+ls+iBl-3<&t. q 
The algorithm outlined above is based on the assumption that the given graph was 
a cograph. It can be modified to work without this assumption as follows: 
(*construct the sequence of triples (Gi, U,, FJ *) 
M:= rb,,,, 4 
i:= 0; 
u, := {{Uk) I UkE Jq; 
for 1 <k<n do F:= {uk}; 
while I Uil > 1 and ilM do in parallel 
i:= i+l; 
(*construct the next triple (Gi, r/i, Fi)*) 
reduce; (see Section 4 for details) 
od; 
if i>M then 
the input graph is not a cograph; 
else (*construct the cotree*) 
7;: = F$ (*there is only one fragment in e*) 
while i > 0 do in parallel 
i:= i-1; 
obtain Ti by substituting for each representative of the 
partition Vi + 1 the corresponding fragment from Fi+l 
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od 
(*check if correct*) 
Construct the cograph G’ defined by cotree &; (see Section 5 
for details) 
if G’#G, then the input graph is not a cograph. 
5. Implementation of the reduce operation 
The reduce operation is used to partition the vertices of a graph into bunch sets, 
line sets and single vertices. It also identifies representatives of those sets and con- 
structs corresponding fragments. We describe this operation in two phases. In the 
first phase, we define the main steps of the operation. In the second phase, we 
describe the implementation of those steps. We also note when to check conditions 
which might disqualify the input graph as a cograph. Some of the technical details 
of the implementation are left to the reader. 
The reduce operation proceeds as follows: 
Step 1. For each pair of vertices u, w, check if u and w are siblings. 
Step 2. Find bunch sets, their representatives and construct corresponding 
bunches. 
Step 3. For each pair of vertices u, w, check for a vertex u such that Zi(u, u, w) 
(i = 41). Such a vertex u is a contractible vertex. If there exists a vertex x such that 
Z, ~ ;(u, w, x), then u, w are successive contractible vertices. 
Step 4. Find line sets, their representatives and construct corresponding lines. 
Step 5. Obtain G,, 1 by removing from G; all vertices not chosen as represen- 
tatives. 
A more detailed description of the implementation follows: 
Step 1. This step can be implemented in O(log n) time with n3/log n processors. 
For each pair of vertices u, w compute the exclusive or of columns u and w of the 
adjacency matrix excluding rows u and w and then sum the elements of the resulting 
vector. This can be done for every such pair of vertices in O(log n) time with n/log n 
processors using the prefix sum computation algorithm described in [21]. Store the 
results of this step in an n x n array A by assigning A (u, w) = 1 if the resulting sum 
is zero (i.e., u and w are siblings) and A(u, w) = 0 otherwise. It there exist no sibling 
vertices (this can be checked in O(log n) parallel time), then the graph is not a 
cograph. 
Step 2. Using the pointer hopping technique (cf. [14]) and the array A, each 
vertex can determine the vertex with the smallest index among its siblings. This can 
be done in O(log n) time with O(n*/log r~) processors. The unique vertex whose 
index is smaller than the index of its lowest indexed sibling is the representative of 
its bunch. The processor associated with this vertex determines its bunch-type 
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(O-bunch or l-bunch) and builds the parent node of the bunch. All the vertices in 
the bunch set construct pointers to the bunch parent (whose address is known via 
the representative which is known to all the vertices in the bunch set). To allow the 
construction of the cotree a new copy of the representative is constructed along with 
a pointer to its associated bunch. This copy participates in the next iteration. 
Step 3. The implementation of this step is similar to that of Step 1 but in this case 
if the corresponding prefix sum computation produces 1, then the position on which 
the difference occurs indicates the vertex U. Note that the relation T(u)#T(u) has 
been checked in the previous step and that condition (iii) can be checked in constant 
time. First, check for the relation Z,. Store the result in the array A by assigning 
A(u, w) = u iff Z,(o, U, w) and A (u, w) = 0 if otherwise. It is possible for A (u, w) = 
A (u’, w’) = u # 0. However, if the graph is a cograph, then if A (u, w) = u #0 and 
A (0, w’) = u’#O, then u = u’. For each vertex U, it can be determined if u is an entry 
of A and, if so, a pair (v, w) can be chosen such that A (u, w) = U. (This can be done 
in O(log n) time using a total of O(n’/log n) processors by exploiting the structure 
of A.) If the pair (v, w) is chosen for vertex U, then this is recorded in vector B, by 
setting B,(o) = u and B,(u) = w. 
In a similar way, we can check for the relation Z, . If for vertex u the pair (0, w) 
satisfying Z,(o, U, w) is chosen, then it is recorded in vector B, by setting B,(o) = u 
and B,(U) = w. 
Step 4. Note that u,, u2 are two successive contractible vertices iff there exists 
suchverticesuandwsuchthatBi(u)=u,,B;(u,)=U2,B1_,(U1)=U2andB,_i(U2)=W. 
This follows from the fact that: 
B;(n) = Ui 3 B;(~I) = ~2 => Zi(U, UI, Uz), 
B,_;(Ul) = ~2, B,_;(u,) = w * Zl_i(UI,U2, w). 
So we can construct a table B such that B(u,) = U2 iff u1 and u2 are two successive 
contractible vertices. From this we can construct the corresponding contractible se- 
quence. This step can be implemented in O(log n) time with O(n2/log n) processors 
using standard pointer hopping techniques. As in the case of a bunch, we construct 
copies of representatives. Each copy keeps pointers to the beginning and to the end 
of its associated line. 
Summarizing the discussion above, we have the following lemma: 
Lemma 5.1. If the input graph is a cograph, then we can construct its cotree in 
0(log2n) parallel time, using 0(n3/log n) processors. 
6. Adjacency matrix construction from the cotree representation of a cograph 
The algorithm to construct the adjacency matrix from the cotree representation 
of a cograph is based on Property 2.2 and the idea of top-down tree computation 
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[l]. This leads to an O(log n) time and O(n2/log n) CREW PRAM algorithm using 
an optimal list ranking algorithm ([2] or [5]) or an O(log n) time and O(n2) 
processors algorithm using a standard list ranking algorithm. 
Replace the cotree T by a binary tree T' such that newly introduced internal nodes 
have the same label as the node whose split led to the given node (see Fig. 13). 
To construct the ith row of the adjacency matrix mark the path from the ith leaf 
to the root. Associate with each edge of T’ a one-variable function: the constant 
function equal to the label of its parent vertex if the parent vertex is marked or the 
identity function otherwise. These functions define a decomposable top-down 
binary tree computation. After this computation, the value computed in a leaf j 
(j# i) is equal to one iff i and j are adjacent in the cograph represented by T. In 
[l] it is shown that this computation can be performed in the time and processor 
cost of list ranking. To construct the entire adjacency matrix, 0(n2/log n) processors 
are used to implement this procedure for all rows in parallel. 
The construction above, together with Lemma 5.1, implies the following lemma: 
Lemma 6.1. We can test if an arbitrary input graph is a cograph and, if so, 
construct its cotree in 0(log2n) parallel time, using O(n3/log n) processors. 
7. Reduction of the processor requirements 
In this section, we describe a general technique which can be used to reduce the 
number of processors used by a CREW PRAM algorithm which computes entries 
of some vector and satisfies some properties stated in the following lemma. This 
idea is a minor generalization of a processor reallocation technique used by Vishkin 
in [21]. 
Lemma 7.1. Let v and w be n-vectors and let Alg be an algorithm consisting of 
M= O(log n) parallel phases, where 
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(i) in each phase Alg updates entries v [ j], for all j satisfying w [ j] # 0, and 
(ii) Alg sets some fixed fraction c>O of the nonzero entries of w to zero. 
Suppose that each entry of v can be independently updated in t(n) time using p(n) 
processors then Alg can be implemented to run in O((t(n) + log log n)log n) time 
using O(p(n)n/log n) CREW processors. 
Proof. An implementation using O(t(n)logn) time and O(p(n)n) processors is 
obvious. To achieve the desired processor reduction, it is helpful to introduce a 
variable b which gives the number of nonzero elements of w and an array C whose 
ith value, for 1 I is b, gives the index of the ith nonzero element of w. With the 
help of C, it is straightforward to implement one phase of Alg in O(t(n)rb(log n)/nl) 
time using O(p(n)n/log n) processors. But C can be updated, following the update 
of w, in O(log n) time using O(n/log n) processors using standard parallel prefix 
techniques. Hence the first (Y log log n steps, where (Y = l/(log(l/(l - c))), can be 
implemented at a total cost of O(t(n)+loglog n) time using O(p(n)/n log n) 
processors. Thereafter, each step can be implemented in O(t(n)) time using 
O(p(n)n/log n) processors by the straightforward implementation. Hence, the total 
cost is O((t(n) + log log n)log n) time using O(p(n)n/log n) CREW processors. 0 
In our cotree construction algorithm, the most expensive operation is to compute 
relations Sj and Zi. To compute these relations we compute the entries of array A. 
Note that computations in each column of A are performed independently. So we 
can treat A as a vector of vectors and apply Lemma 7.1, assuming p(n) = n2/Iog n, 
t(n) = log n and c= 4. This construction together with Lemma 6.1 gives the 
following: 
Theorem 7.2. We can test if an arbitrary input graph is a cograph and, if so, 
construct its cotree in 0(log2n) parallel time, using 0(n3Aog2n) processors. 
8. Conclusion 
The main difficulty in the efficient parallel construction of a parse tree for a 
cograph follows from the possibility of building an unbalanced cotree. Note that the 
same difficulty arises in the tree contraction problem [l, 6, 9, 171 which is the basis 
for numerous parallel algorithms operating on trees. It appears that all efficient 
parallel algorithms for the tree contraction problem work in an iterative way. 
Typically in each iteration they remove leaves and shortcut long paths of the 
processed tree. In this paper, this idea has been extended by applying it not just to 
operations on trees but also to the construction of trees themselves. 
The high processor cost of our algorithm follows from the cost of computation 
of the relations Si and Zi. One can observe that it is possible to reduce the number 
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of processors used in the computation of Sj by applying a sorting algorithm to rows 
of the adjacency matrix. A reduction of the number of processors involved in the 
computation of relation 2; remains an open question. 
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